SPaG
‘Everything you need to know
about Spelling, Punctuation and
Grammar’

This Booklet Contains:
 Glossary of Literacy terms used at
school.
 A selection of tips and tricks to help
with writing tasks.
 Activities to help learn spellings.
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A selection of tips and tricks to help with writing tasks:
Punctuation

Jargon Buster
Adverb – tells you more about a
verb e.g. a smelly cheese
Conjunction- joins clauses in
sentences e.g. and but although
Paragraph – sentences about a
single subject
Preposition- show how a noun
relates to other words in a
sentence e.g. in during with
between
Prefix- group of letters at the start
of a word e.g. unknown recapture
Suffix – group of letters at the end
of a word e.g. kinder flying

. Full stop – Marks the end of a sentence.
, Comma – Separates items in a list or clauses in
a complex sentence.
‘ Apostrophe – Shows belonging or missing
letters in a word like don’t.
“” Inverted commas – Show quotation e.g. She
said, “Can I play?”
? Question mark – Ends a question sentence.
: Colon – Joins two related clauses where one
clause cannot stand alone.
; Semicolon- Joins two equal clauses that are
closely related but could also stand alone.
! Exclamation mark - Used to show a forceful
way of speaking or a strong feeling.

Commonly Misspelled Words
across knowledge successful friend
surprise argument necessary government
beginning occurred tomorrow wherever
business occasion completely tongue
colour disappear embarrass until
religious remember sense separate
independent definitely truly environment
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Connectives/Conjunctions
because but although however
then next since therefore

Homophones

There – I’d love to go there.
Their- Is that their coat?

despite furthermore

They’re – (they are) They’re
here.

so as long as meanwhile

-------------------------------

in addition alternatively

To- I’m going to school.

consequently firstly

Too- Are you coming too?
Two- I have two hands.
-------------------------------

SPaG Checklist
o Have I used an appropriate style with
no slang or informal language?
o Is my work in paragraphs?
o Do my sentences start with capital
letters and end with full stops?
o Have I used capital letters for names
and places?
o Have I uses specialist vocabulary
correctly?
o Have I checked that my sentences
make sense and my meaning is clear?
o Have I checked my spellings are
correct and my letters are clearly
formed?

New- She has a new phone.
Knew – I already knew that.
------------------------------Right – Is that right?
Write – Can you write that
down?
------------------------------Which – Which colour do you
like?
Witch – She’s a wicked witch.
------------------------------Where – Where are you
going?
Wear – What should I wear?
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Activities to help learn spellings.
•Look at the word, say the word, try to memorize the letters in the word, write the
word from memory, and check to see if you are right.
•Use magnetic letters on a refrigerator or cake pan to spell words.
•Spell words with glue and sprinkle glitter on them or use glitter pens.
•Cut out letters from a newspaper or magazine to spell words.
•Make spelling flash cards – write words on index cards and cut the letters apart to
spell.
•Call out spelling words in the car or write them on the condensation.
•Take a pre-test to see what words to work on. Don’t forget to review the known
words too though!
•Mnemonic Devices – Come up with a saying to remember words – For example: tail
– The apple is light.
•Use scrapbook foam letters as a fun tool to study with.
•Write spelling words in bubble letters or another fun way.
•Use ABC Cookie Cutters and play-dough to cut out letters to spell words
•Paint spelling words.
•Use shaving cream to write spelling words.
•Write words in sand.
•Use letter beads from a craft store to write your spelling words (You could even put
them on a string which is a great motor skill!)
•Put letters on Legos, rocks, Popsicle sticks, or bottle caps, and put them together to
spell your words.
•Got a Magna Doodle? Write your spelling words on it!
•Use Scrabble tiles (add up the points for each word to practice math skills!)
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